This paper discusses the importance of private property rights not to trade a resource, with reference to the economic emphasis on transactional efficiency due to Hayek's friend, Ronald H. Coase (1910Coase ( -2013. These were stressed by James M. Buchanan (1919 Buchanan ( -2013 , a supporter of Austrian economics, for the planning and development of a market economy that respects human dignity based on freedom. It has been explained that the ideas of Coase and Buchanan are not contradictory, but complementary. The former 2 focused on voluntary contracting and the latter on institutional stability that safeguards the freedom of contract. Three contentious topics in property planning and development, namely trends in the exercise of eminent domain and land resumption in favour of doubtful public use or purpose; a legislative tendency to reduce the period of occupation for adverse possession; and government eviction of squatters from public land, are illuminated by such rights not to trade.
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After specialisation, nations are no longer free not to trade -yet freedom not to trade is essential if trade is to remain voluntary -a precondition for trade to be mutually beneficial… (Daly 2013: p 42) 
I. Preamble
In the literature for and against globalization, the concept of the "freedom not to trade" 1 in relation to the private property rights of poorer or weaker countries, looms large (Daly 2006; Goodland 1994, Ruskola 2005; Hillman 2008 , Lawn and Clarke 2010 , Daly 2013 ). However, a theoretical difficulty remains, for freedom not to trade supporters, in linking the state as an actor in international trade policy to individuals within an economy.
Without such a link those like James M. Buchanan (1919 Buchanan ( -2013 , 2 who do not accept the state as an organism or the concept of a "general will" to accept such freedom, will remain unconvinced.
Interestingly, Buchanan provides a micro-subjectivist argument for constitutional protection of the right not to trade (Buchanan 1993 ). As will be explained in this paper, which was written in the context of urban land planning and development, the concern with the right not to trade, together with the right not to use or derive income from a resource, is fundamentally sound in terms of the economics, if not also the morality, of private property and should not be confused with protectionism.
II. Introduction
Planning theory has been enriched by Coasian neo-institutional economic interpretation of private property rights. This treats state planning intervention by edict as a means of assigning new rights not previously recognized or attenuating existing rights (Lai 1997, Webster and . The property rights in question, whether newly created or reduced, are mostly articulated in terms of what one may call "positive" aspects. For ideal private property rights in the tradition of Cheung (1974) , these "positive" private property 2 1986 Nobel laureate in economic science. rights refer to the exclusive and autonomous, tripartite right to use, to derive income (yield) from, and to alienate (transfer) a resource.
While Cheung used the expression, "right to, " Foldvary (1998: p.239) preferred "right of" use and transfer and "rights to" the yield.
Foldvary also grouped the rights regarding use and transfer as "rights of possessions," to distinguish them from the "right to the yield". In any case, property rights are seen by legal scholars and economists as a "bundle of rights" as regards resources, and even body and life. These rights, together with the rule of law, according to Hayek (1944) and most economists, are considered the necessary conditions for a well-functioning market economy, if not for capitalism.
This paper deals with property rights regarding resources and not the person. 3 Rights can be divided into alienable and inalienable categories. As this work addresses private property rights to resources, it is about alienable rights. Otherwise, any discussion on the right to alienate (transfer) would be meaningless, if not immoral.
The contribution of Coase to urban planning and development is enshrined in the so-called Coase Theorem based on Coase's paper, "The Problem of Social Cost" (Coase 1960 ). This emphasized the efficient potency of contractual solutions to ex-ante externalities, and the theoretical problems posed by free-riding and zeromarginal cost goods. In doing so it pointed to the general importance of institutional design in affecting resource use and allocative efficiency in the presence of transaction costs.
The main policy implication of this view for a market economy is to select the correct design that can reduce transaction costs. Such a design facilitates contractual solutions by internalizing externalities and providing public goods charging the user by efficient price discrimination, thereby avoiding incurring the spending and mistakes often due to state intervention. The Coasian policy world, therefore, favours transactions as a logical means to maximize total wealth. This line of thinking is embraced by supporters of globalization and free international trade in their campaign to demolish trade barriers erected by tariffs, quotas, and unreasonably high standards of safety in the workplace and in product design.
III. A challenge to the Coase Theorem from Samuelson to Buchanan
Nobel laureate Paul A. Samuelson (1915 Samuelson ( -2009 
disputed the Coase
Theorem by pointing out that under some situations, parties may opt not to trade along the "contract curve," (1967) a locus of feasible equilibria of efficient transactions for both. Coase (1988) retorted that Samuelson's case is incorrect for two reasons. First, it is illogical due to the admission of the existence of a contract curve.
Second, parties that irrationally refuse trading would not stand the test of survivability.
It is submitted that only the first reason is good, while the second is redundant because it entails time and uncertainty for the model, which the Coase Theorem assumes away. Coase (1988) agreed with Cheung that the Theorem's assumption of zero transaction costs means that it is a timeless one (i.e., there is no uncertainty to consider). Transactions always occur within the Edgeworth box 4 where there is an unexhausted opportunity to trade, and such a trade must lie on the contract curve, which is Paretian efficient. 4 One can conceive of the possibility that there is a third 'virtual' contracting party and hence a second contract curve outside the monetary/labour price system -the 'do nothing' option -not because that is 'no trade' (hence irrational), but because that is more highly valued (leisure, being one's own master, etc.) than the available 'market' price can compete with.
In reality, however, due to the presence of time and uncertainty, not to mention transaction costs, non-trading or even a refusal to trade can be efficient in an inter-temporal sense. In
Property as a Guarantor of Liberty, Buchanan (1993) argued that a refusal to trade is important for personal liberty, as it allows one a viable alternative to self-produce. Buchanan's point is not so much 
IV. The true meaning of private property rights
A true right is one that one can exercise or withhold from or cease exercising at any time at will. This means that a true right must grant its holder both a right to do or not do something. The former right is not more "active" and the latter "passive" or "negative". Both are positive (that is, borrowing from JL Austin (1962) , they are explicitly performative 5 ) and must co-exist as true options for an autonomous choice. "One of the fundamental conditions for trade to be mutually beneficial is that it is and remains voluntary. This condition is compromised if the freedom not to trade is lost" (Lawn and Clarke 2010: p.2221 ).
Consider in light of Lawn and Clarke (2010), Cheung's (1973) classification of private property rights in terms of the exclusive and If a right to alienate is divorced from the right not to alienate whenever someone offers him or her "an objective market price", then a person cannot continue as a sole proprietor, but must hire other's property or work as someone's employee. This is exactly the rights system under centrally-planned "socialism" of the Soviet type.
In other words, true private property rights over a resource that uphold true personal freedom refer to three sets of exclusive rights:
1. The exclusive right to use or not to use a resource.
2. The exclusive right to derive or not derive income from the resource.
3. The exclusive right to alienate or to not alienate the resource.
These rights entail the correlative 6 "no rights" to interfere with them by a third party unless they cause harm to them and right to interfere if they do cause harm.
It is often assumed in economic modeling that the three sets of rights are exercised to maximize wealth 7 . However, this morally neutral assumption does not entail or compel a person to maximize it to his/her personal satisfaction. Maximization 8 is an option, rather than a necessity, for an individual, and the rights can be exercised to various degrees, if at all, and for diverse purposes, whether egoistic or altruistic. Otherwise, economics ceases to be really choice-theoretic, but deterministic, and becomes an excuse for denying personal moral responsibility for avarice and greed, 9 which even children without any religion 10 can understand.
It is submitted that Coasian transactional analysis, to defend a market economy, must be buttressed by the recognition and protection of the positive RIGHTS NOT TO use, derive income from, or alienate a resource (in other words, the right not to maximize), which is simplified as the "private property rights not to use, earn or trade". This is so as long as it is accepted that the resource in derive income from, and to alienate/not alienate from an economic point of view. Regarding (a), there is no requirement for maximization from a legal point of view. Thus, the economist's view is a special case of the legal understanding. Regarding (b), maximization implies that the three types of rights to (and not to) must be alternative means to maximization such that the right to refuse to use entails a desire to lease, sell, etc., or that an apparent refusal to use/derive income from/transfer is intended to maximize gains other than monetary ones, as explained in the text above. 9 See note 13, post. 10 All major monotheist religions and universalist ethics systems like Confucianism and Buddhism condemn greed and avarice. Maximization by improper means is universally condemned. Saunders (2007) correctly distinguished greed from private enterprise in his advocacy for "capitalism", which fall in the last definition of Foldvary (1998: p. 65 ), i.e., a market economy or free enterprise.
question is "property" of a person, the owner. 11 Economics is degraded by determinists into economism, which leads some to ridicule a refusal to deal as irrational, given the assumption that rationality means unrestrained maximization, which entails trade because there is always a price (substitute) for anything owned and summarised in the form of the "normal" indifference curve. 12 Worse still, some even conflate the morally neutral assumption of maximization in positive economics to support not just a Social Darwinist interpretation of a market economy, but also a social ethics that exalts greed as socially beneficial. 13 In any event, trained economists, such as Bell (1995) , Cubitt (2005) , Lai and Yu (2003) , 11 The "right not to trade" in relation to the right to trade was wrongly used by Majumdar (2006) as an analogy to justify "right to die" in relation to the "right to live", disregarding the concept that a person's life does not belong to the person but God such that one can but should not treat one's life as if one's property. See note 3, ante. 12 In applied economics, this technical view has been contested by Chang (2000) in relation to social justice; Arnesen and Norheim (2014) as regards quality of life (trade of life for health) and Ziliak (2009) to education. For application of vertical indifference curves in economic inquiry see for instance Scott (1972); Kelman (1978) ; Hirshleifer (1985) ; Siegel and Crockett (2013) . 13 This confuses maximization with greed. See, for instance, Taylor (2011) . The dignity of a person is based on and manifested in his/her freedom to choose to subject any natural instinct, passion, or sentiment (such as the maximization of wealth or the avoidance of discomfort and pain) to his/her will. Those who fall prey to economism treat a person as a mere animal that acts purely on instinct. Saunders (2007) did not discuss greed in his advocacy for "capitalism". See Foldvary (1998: p. 65) for some definitions, which include a market economy or free enterprise. Lai and Lorne (2006) , find the exclusion of the right not to trade as problematic.
In the field of planning and development, the violation of the private property RIGHTS TO use, earn, and transfer has been welladdressed by theorists. For instance, Lai (1996 Lai ( , 1997 explained how zoning by edict attenuates the property rights to subject the freedom of change in the use of land to the requirement of planning approval to derive income from land by down-zoning and to alienate land by prohibiting subdivisions or imposing a scheme that requires site assembly. All these imposed controls, applying Cheung's theory of price control (1974), can be treated as taxation in kind (Lai, Kwong, and Kwong 2011; Lai and Kwong 2012) . Property taxes and stamp duties imposed not to provide public goods, but simply to regulate property transactions and prices, have similar adverse empirical effects than rent control (Cheung 1979 The latter is a hard technical subject, as property valuation is involved. Suffice it to say that the empirical study by Munch (1976) revealed that high value properties tended to be overcompensated, but those at the lower end tend to be undercompensated.
The question of public use is easier to understand. A layperson to the law may think that a "public use" refers to a government or community use, while a welfare economist may think that it refers to a use that is a "public good" in nature. Both would have been correct before the end of World War II (Nichols 1940) . Both are wrong now after the District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency case of 1952, which ruled that a public use can mean a private use under a government urban renewal scheme (Pritchett 2003) . The court has since reinterpreted "public use" (Berger 1977 (Berger /1978 Pritchett 2003; Sandefur 2006 ) and liberally changed the law of property, resulting in "private takings" and what Thompson (1990) called "judicial takings". Public outcry against the use of state power to appropriate (take) land for private use has led to calls for reform in many states, as Sandefur (2006) and Garnett (2006) correctly pointed out. These were in line with Buchanan's emphasis on the right to not trade and his stress on the spirit or intent of that right being that "private takings" cannot simply be a matter of compensation 15 , both were also a source, when violated, of "dignitary harm" to owners because no one's property would be safe. 16 "With respect to property, the (U.S.) Constitution imposes on government the universal command that 'Thou shalt not steal.' Theft 15 A subject on which Lehavi and Licht (2006) offered a solution that echoed the one proposed by Lai (2002: pp.221-222) . 16 Garnett (2006) cited Fischel (2004, p.949). is wrong whether committed by one person or a majority of persons.
Some people alone are being required to bear public burdens, which, in all fairness and justice, should be borne by the public as a whole.
As Justice Samuel Chase wrote in 1798, '[i] is against all reason and justice, for a people to entrust a legislature with the power to take property from A and give it to B'" (Siegan 1997: p.29) . Professor Judge Siegan is certainly correct, especially in light of the 9 th Amendment.
Modern government urban renewal projects, however, are often accepted and used as valid policy and as thus providing judicial grounds for taking private land from A and giving it to B as private property. There are two typical alternative economic justifications for this onslaught on private property rights to use and to not use in the ABSENCE of genuine public use needs. The first is that the existing use generates negative externalities (such as urban decay and crime); the second is that the use is an obsolete (uneconomical) use of the land. The reality is that the former is an excuse and the latter is the real motivation: the project beneficiaries stand to gain.
To cover up a project of profiting from other's property, a supporter may resort to the economic jargon of "holding out" to condemn the victim for being greedy by allegedly unwarrantly demanding an excessive price for moving. Various measures to combat "holding out" and ensure "efficient bargaining" have been practiced to coerce a sale. The truth is that the owner subject to a threat of eminent domain may simply have resolved to refuse to sell at any price. The implication of this is that the private ownership of land becomes, ipso facto, wrong once a state urban renewal project that targets that plot of land is endorsed. This false accusation and compulsory sale of private land against the will of the owner denies the right of the property owner to not alienate his/her resource.
Efficiency is really a non-issue. There is no Coasian problem of bargaining, as there is no contract curve in the first place. The accuser assertion is tantamount to asserting that there is one such curve and the landowner fails to grant them profits by agreeing to sell. The story, in the final analysis, is often a simple one of naked rent-seeking by abusing the law.
In a leasehold land regime like Hong Kong, the taking of land by the state has similar property rights issues. Unlike in the U.S., capitalism is "guaranteed" in post-colonial Hong Kong's written constitution, the Basic Law. Such "constitutional capitalism" is, in fact, socialist as regards private land, which can be "resumed" by the state for any "public purpose" 17 under the Lands Resumption 17 The legal drafting here obviously sought to give the state a freer hand than simply "public use". In one project, the pretext of promoting urban renewal to overcome the problems of land amassing and consolidation using private sector resources was exposed when LDC refused to accept the landowners all agreeing to a redevelopment scheme of their own.
The results of such government-led urban renewal predicated on taking of private land have cost the destruction of traditional Chinese shopping streets along with small but viable small family businesses such as traditional Chinese clothes shops; chemists and wedding card printers, with no obvious gain in property values for the community (Lai et al 2007) .
VI. Private property rights not to trade and adverse possession
Whereas eminent domain for urban renewal purposes implicitly denies the private property right not to use land to its fullest extent (say, for a modern office tower than a family-run garage) and the compulsory sale of land to facilitate redevelopment negates the property right not to alienate, the modern law of adverse possession negates the right not to use and/or derive income from the land.
Whereas the case of eminent domain and the compulsory sale of land involve balancing public and private interests in a polity, the law of adverse possession is instead a matter of balancing the interest of the landowner and the interest of the occupant who denies the rights of the former. The law transfers ownership from the former to the latter when such defiance continues over a period of time.
The historical origin of this was probably when an absentee landlord or his successor suddenly appeared one day to order squatters who had built an entire town or market on his/her land to quit without resettlement assistance or compensation. As this would be grossly inequitable, the law therefore evolved to deprive the landlord of his right over the land. In modern language, the absentee landlord failed to be a good "steward" of the land, whereas the squatter improved it.
By law, to dispossess a landlord, a person has to prove, on a balance of probability, that s/he has been squatting over a specified period of time, while the landlord is unable to produce evidence either of rental payment or that the person succeeded in frustrating any attempt by the landlord to recover possession. There is no need for the person to prove that the way s/he used the land was more valuable than allowing it to remain vacant or to even claim distress if s/he were evicted. In other words, there is no Coasian cost-benefit analysis here at all for the mere fact that the landlord could not produce any evidence of rent paid.
Fox O'Mahony and Cobb (2008) explained that the new judicial attitude towards squatting has become denominated in terms of the stewardship concept, which goes against the landowner who fails in both (stewardship, which is at fault, and deterrence against owner's failure in stewardship, which is justified).
In reality, some who succeeded in depriving landlords of their land were not truly "squatters," but licensees who were permitted by generous landlords to stay gratuitously on their land to make a living without any documentation or other evidence of this arrangement changing hands. Then, on the advice of someone (a greedy son or daughter of the squatter) who knew the law, the squatter could go to court (sometimes with legal aid) to deprive the landlord of his/her lands when the 'licensees' were eventually asked to leave because the landlord could not show that the 'licensee's' possession was derived from a clear and written agreement. Such acts are legal but highly contentious if not also immoral and public money was spent to pay B by robbing A. The lesson here is that one should not be generous to friends without caution and must obtain agreements to use of land, business deals or otherwise, in writinga scenario that involves higher, rather than lower, transaction costs.
It is interesting to ask the question of why no hardship test for parties to adverse possession suits is involved and why a life interest was not granted to a successful claimant against the landlord. In any case, the law has become increasingly impatient as the period of effective possession has been shortened over time. In Hong Kong, it has been reduced from 25 to 20 and now to just 12 years.
VII. Private property rights not to trade and eviction of squatters from public land
The state as the property owner of government land, like any private property owner, surely has the right to evict squatters. But whether to use or not to use this right is the question. Many countries have clear policies of toleration concerning public finance, social, and political grounds, but some that have been highly effective in clearing and rehousing squatters have accelerated into an expulsion drive, probably to present a better international image for the country by removing eye scores.
However, as a private landowner can choose to be charitable and grant free licences to occupants, the state can allow squatters to stay. A failure to take care of poorer squatters can be a political if not also a moral problem.
Although Buchanan did not comment on the treatment of squatters on government land, his emphases on the state as a protector of private property rights, and on the partitioning of property rights on land can be extended to cover squatting on government land by the poor.
For one thing, these squatters may squat on private land if they are forcibly evicted from public land, so toleration of some squatting contributes to the efficient use of land that is otherwise underutilized.
For another, assigning squatters some entitlements (which may include rehousing or compensation when the land is needed for other uses) in recognition of their innovations (Lai et al 2014) is a view that does not treat squatting always and everywhere merely as a rent-seeking behaviour, as that depends on institutional designs.
VIII Conclusion
The Coase Theorem works under the freedom of contract, which assumes the existence of gain from trade AND a contract curve between parties given zero transaction costs and clearly defined property rights. Buchanan's analysis of the need to safeguard the right to refuse or cease trading essentially defends the very basis of the freedom of contract. The private property rights of not to use, derive income from, or alienate a resource (i.e., not to be party to any contract curve) are as important as the private property rights to use, derive income from, and alienate the resource. Modern judicial land use policies, as manifested in eminent domain, resumption, adverse possession, and the uncompensated eviction of squatters from public land, tend to disregard these rights and have attracted scholarly criticisms.
Besides efficiency, the matter pertains to the dignity of a person in refusing to maximise wealth when he can for whatever purposes so long as the public is not harmed. This dignity is negated when the "not to" rights are denied.
The discussion in this paper leads to the following proposals that respect the security of private property as much as the efficiency in economic transactions for wealth maximization. They duly take into account the public interest and the hardships of individuals. They respect, but do not absolutise private property rights, as defined and explained in the main body of this paper. Accordingly these suggestions are:
(a) that eminent domain and resumption should only be for genuine public uses after adequate compensation is paid, which reflects the opportunity costs of land and when there are no realistic alternatives;
(b) the law of adverse possession should compare the potential hardships of landlords and occupants of the land and limit possession, if legal action is successful, to one party's lifetime; and (c) Squatters on government land should not be evicted by the state without being rehoused, paid some compensation or granted some entitlements (say licences) due to private innovations for and improvements to the land.
These suggestions are in line with Buchanan's views and compatible with Coasian contractarian emphasis, which relies on a solid private property rights system. It is hoped that these suggestions will kindle an interest in the importance of the private property rights not to use, derive income from, or alienate a resource for human dignity in public policies.
Note that this work does not favour or support eminent domain, especially when the state contracts with landowners in exchange for a promise of security for a number of years. Rather, it criticizes it, especially because it often falls short of proving public use, which is a necessary, but insufficient, reason for exercising draconian state power that is best reserved for imminent national security (i.e., collective personal and property rights protection)
concerns. The test of no viable alternative in Proposal (a) above must be a real one. As Foldvary pointed out, the principle of eminent domain, "even if sound, is in practice violated by TAKINGS that benefit special and private" rather than genuine public interest (Foldvary 1998, p.126) . This kind of rent-seeking (Tullock 1993) Buchanan certainly would have objected to vehemently.
Transactionism and indifference to rights of owners of property to opt out in trade are all threats to human dignity and freedom. This may not be so much "missing markets" of "capitalism" (Hodgson 2005) but what an arena for voluntary social exchange entails.
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